Top picks
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Best spots
to visit...

Discover more about our diving ducks
on the Icelandic lake
Watch our resident divers showing off their
fishing skills in the clear chalk-fed waters.
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Head over to the

Iceland lake to
watch our diving
ducks, including our
long-tailed ducks,
harlequin ducks and
common scoters.

See the best of our wetland wildlife
Use the numbers with the map overleaf
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Feeding the birds
This is exclusively in the feeding bay and
pathway through World wildfowl.

geese will feed straight
from your hand.

	
K neel down, and keep

hands low and flat to
encourage them to
come over to you and
nibble the food.
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Immerse your group in a wild place
Visit our Reedbed boardwalk that leads
you into the sights and sounds
of one of the largest
reedbeds in Sussex.
	
During the summer,

look out for dragonflies
perching on twigs
and stems.

	
Look through the

low windows to
see what is sitting
on the water
or sleeping on
the banks.

	
Use the binoculars

and telescopes
to see the birds
up close.

	
Why don’t you time

the diving ducks?
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In the spring and summer months visit
our Sand martin hide
From here watch the sand martins flying
to their nest holes.
	
Sand martins are

swallow-like birds
which arrive in
March from
West Africa.

	
Can you see the

holes they make
in the bank? Our
artificial sand bank
has holes ready
made for them.

	
Why might sand

martins nest in
holes?

For schools & learning groups

and books to
identify the
common birds.

2pm come and see
our diving ducks
being fed by their
keeper.

dispenser in the
feeding bay in World
wildfowl.

Map & guide

	
Use our ID signs

	
If you’re still here at

	Buy grain from the

	
Many of our ducks and

Visit our hands-on Discovery hide
From here you can see common birds
such as mallards, tufted ducks and
moorhens. If you are lucky you might
see the blue flash of a kingfisher.
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If you have booked the Pond
explorer station, this is the place to
explore our ponds and discover real
and amazing underwater life.
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To burn off extra energy
and get physical, visit our
play areas at Pond skaters
or Tree creepers.
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Answers to questions
pupils love to ask
How many birds do you have?

Sand martin
hide

River Arun
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Lapwing
hide

Scrape
hide
Reedbed
hide

Wildlife
garden

Ramsar
hide

We have around 500 birds of 48 species in our
living collection and throughout the year we
have up to 3,000 wild birds at any one time!
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Visitor centre

Entrance

What do ducks eat?

Reed
chamber

They eat a variety of different foods. Some eat
plants while others eat small animals such as fish,
or insects living at the bottom of a pond. We feed
the ducks grain which is full of goodness and the
birds love it!

What are the small cages on the surface
of some of the ponds?
It’s a sea duck feeder! This box made of wire
mesh and wood protects our ducks’ food from
pests. Ducks dive and swim under the edges of
the box, surfacing inside to eat the food pellets
floating there.

What do the big black bins do?

i

 hese are our emperor feeders; they look like alien
T
spaceships. They are filled with grain; birds can
access the food by pecking at them.

How long can a diving duck hold its breath?
How deep can they dive?
Out

In
Mill road
Please wash your hands

i

All wildlife can carry diseases

 diving duck such as a tufted duck will stay
A
underwater for 15–25 seconds, depending on the
depth of the water. Some ducks like the long-tailed
duck can dive up to 60 metres (197 feet).
Why don’t you time them?

